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QUESTION 1

Which statement is true of the cf forcetakover -d command? 

A. The surviving cluster node takes over the functions of the failed partner. 

B. Mirrored volumes are implicitly split. 

C. Both of the above 

D. None of the above 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

In a fabric-attached MetroCluster, hardware disk ownership by a node is determined by which two factors (Choose
two.) 

A. the system ID of the controller 

B. what types of ports are on the HBA 

C. the location of the HBA or onboard port 

D. what types of disks are used in the cluster 

E. how the disks are configured by the administrator 

F. which switch ports the controller and disks are connected to 

Correct Answer: CF 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement describes the results of the snapmirror resync command? 

A. Resynchronization finds the newest common snapshot shared by the two volumes orqtrees, and removes all newer
information on the storage appliance on which the command is run. 

B. Resynchronization made. cause the loss of all data written to the destination after the original base snapshot was 

C. Resynchronization. update the snapshot on the source filer. 

D. Resynchronization. update the snapshot on the destination filer. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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A mirrored volume has a failed disk, but there are no available spares in the pool from which the degraded plex was
built. Data ONTAP will: 

A. Choose spare disks to reconstruct from the opposite pool 

B. Warn you that there are no available spares from the proper pool 

C. "Halt" after 24 hours if spare disks are not added to the proper pool 

D. Stop all applications that are running 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

What console message is a good indication that the storage appliance is ready to reinstate the cluster from a previous
takeover? 

A. waiting for takeover 

B. waiting for giveback 

C. resume takeover 

D. entercf giveback 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Which MetroCluster configuration procedure is recommended for re-establishing a mirrored volume that was in a level-0
re synchronization state when it failed? 

A. Rejoin the two volumes. 

B. Re-create the synchronous mirror 

C. Turn on power to the cluster node at the disaster site. 

D. Determine which volumes are at the remote and disaster sites. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

What is the format for snapvault schedule? 

A. YYYY-MM-DD 

B. crontab format 
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C. cnt[@day_list][@hour_list] 

D. List of dates in ISO Date format 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which statement describes the results of the snapmirror resync command? 

A. Resynchronization finds the newest common snapshot shared by the two volumes orqtrees, and removes all newer
information on the storage appliance on which the command is run. 

B. Resynchronization will cause the loss of all data written to the destination after the original base snapshot was made. 

C. Resynchronization will update the snapshot on the source filer 

D. Resynchronization will update the snapshot on the destination filer. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Exhibit: 

To remove a cluster setup, you must perform the steps displayed in the exhibit. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

When using a Protection Manager policy to manage Open Systems SnapVault backups on a UNIX server, which three
are valid objects to include in the data set? (Choose three.) 

A. a file 

B. Aqtree 
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C. A directory 

D. The entire client 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 11

Which three are true when creating a SyncMirror volume? (Choose 3) 

A. The number of disks added must be an even number and equally divided between the twoplexes. 

B. The disks selected forPlex 0 and Plex 1 must come from the same disk pools. 

C. The number of disks selected for oneplex must equal the number of disks selected from the other plex. 

D. The disks are selected first on the basis of equivalent bytes per sector (bps) size, then on the basis of the size of the
disk. If there is no equivalent-sized disk, Data ONTAP takes a larger capacity disk and downsizes it. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 12

In cluster takeover mode, the shared interface assumes the identity of the: 

A. local interface only 

B. failed partner interface only 

C. local and failed partner interfaces 

D. None of the above 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

A NearStore system or storage appliance can operate as a secondary and primary system at the same time. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

What is the maximum number of disk shelves per loop in a fabric-attached MetroCluster? 
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A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 4 

D. 6 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

If an error message indicates that the cluster interconnect adapter itself is faulty, what is your corrective action? 

A. Check the cabling of the Channel A disk shelf loop and reseat and tighten any loose cables. 

B. Check the cabling of the Channel B disk shelf loop and reseat and tighten any loose cables. 

C. Re-cable the cluster interconnect adapter or replace the adapter if needed. 

D. Check for network activity. 

Correct Answer: C 
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